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A source for a probabilistic machine is an infinite binary sequence which can be used in 
place of random bits without asymptotic loss of performance on any input. Pseudorandom 
sources-sources which are deterministically computed by time-bounded machines-are 
investigated. New, measure-theoretic notions of pseudorandomness (“d-randomness”) similar 
to Martin-Ldf randomness are defined. The following results are proven: For every BPP- 
machine M, almost every sequence in DSPACE (2a”car ) is a source for M. Every pspace- 
random sequence is a source for every BPP-machine. Almost every sequence in DSPACE 
(2 r”iynomia’) is a source for every BPP-machine. % 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. MRODUCTION 
It is natural to consider a computational problem feasible if it can be solved in 
polynomial time with arbitrarily low probability of error by a probabilistic 
algorithm. In principle, such an algorithm requires a generous (infinite) source of 
independent random bits. However, it is generally assumed in implementation that 
such an algorithm will perform equally well when supplied with a deterministically 
computed sequence of pseudorandom bits. The question we address in this paper 
can be posed informally as follows. Which pseudorandom sequences are sufficiently 
random to justify this assumption? 
To be more precise, we consider the class BPP of decision problems computable 
with bounded error in probabilistic polynomial time. (See Sections 2 and 4 for 
notations and terminology used in this introduction.) Gill [Gil771 showed that 
problems in BPP are feasible in the above sense because a BPP-machine can be 
iterated polynomially many times, achieving an exponential diminution of error. 
We call an infinite binary sequence S a Source for a BPP-machine M, and write 
SE SOURCE(M), if there is a real number r > 0 such that for all inputs x to M, 
if A4 is iterated infinitely many times on input x using successive bits from S in 
place of random bits, then the iterations in which M accepts x will have limiting 
density greater than (1 + r)/2 if x E L(M) and less than (1 - r)/2 if x $ L(M). That 
is, r is a positive lower bound on the asymptotic reliability of A4 when using bits 
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from S. A source for BPP is then a sequence S which is a source for every BPP- 
machine; we write SOURCE(BPP) for the set of all such S. The purpose of this 
paper is to investigate the complexity-theoretic structure of the sets SOURCE(M) 
and SOURCE(BPP). 
The primary tool for this investigation is the resource-bounded measure theory 
introduced in Lutz [Lut90]. This theory imposes measure-theoretic structure on 
many complexity classes. For example, the theory defines the measure 0 subsets of 
the exponential class ESPACE = DSPACE(2 linear). We can then say that almost every 
sequence in ESPACE has a given property if only a measure 0 set of the sequences 
in ESPACE fail to exhibit it. The measures which the resource-bounded theory 
imposes on complexity classes are closely analogous to the classical Lebesgue 
measure on the set of infinite binary sequences, i.e., the random experiment in 
which such a sequence is generated probabilistically by independent tosses of a fair 
coin. In fact, the classical Lebesgue measure and the effective measure studied by 
Freidzon [Fre72], Mehlhorn [Meh74], and others are both special cases of the 
resource-bounded theory. 
In Section 3 we review some basic definitions and results of resource-bounded 
measure theory and then use this theory to define the A-random sequences. For 
each resource-bounded class A of transductions, A-randomness is a new notion of 
pseudorandomness analogous to the Martin-L6f [ML661 definition of randomness. 
We then show, for example, that no sequence in ESPACE is pspace-random, but 
almost every sequence in E,SPACE = DSPACE(2P”‘Y”“mi”‘) is pspace-random. 
Section 4 contains the main results of this paper. We first prove a uniform, 
resource-bounded generalization of the classical first Borel-Cantelli lemma. We 
then use this to prove the following: 
(1) For every BPP-machine A4, almost every sequence in ESPACE is a 
source for M. 
(2) Every pspace-random sequence is a source for BPP. 
(3) Almost every sequence in EzSPACE is a source for BPP. 
In fact, although we are primarily interested in polynomial time machines, we will 
prove that these results hold for bounded error machines in general, regardless of 
their running times. Thus there is a striking abundance of deterministically com- 
puted sequences which are asymptotically adequate for bounded error probabilistic 
computation. Almost every sequence in E,SPACE is a source for every bounded 
error machine. 
The asymptotic nature of the notion of “source” here should not be overlooked. 
Our sources are required to achieve positive reliability in the limit, but the rate at 
which this reliability is achieved may be unacceptably low for practical computa- 
tion. Further work in this area should seek to establish similar results for less 
asymptotic notions. 
Many notions of pseudorandomness other than those discussed here have been 
investigated by other authors, particularly in connection with one-way functions 
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and cryptography. For example, Yao [Yao82], Blum and Micali [BM84], 
Goldreich, Goldwasser, and Micali [GGM86], Levin [Lev85], Allender [All87], 
and others have studied the generation of finite pseudorandom sequences from 
shorter random sequences. Ko [Ko86] considers several notions of pseudorandom- 
ness for infinite sequences, one of which, though not measure-theoretic, is also 
analogous to the Martin-Lof [ML661 definition of randomness. Santha and 
Vazirani [SV84] and Vazirani and Vazirani [VVSS] have shown that “slightly- 
random sources” (probabilistic bit sources with bias and dependency) are adequate 
for randomized polynomial-time algorithms. Recently, Bach [Bac87] has analyzed 
the adequacy of some particular pseudorandom sources for some particular 
probabilistic algorithms. These pseudorandom sources, like the slightly-random 
sources of Santha and Vazirani [SV84], are probability spaces of binary sequences. 
In contrast, the sources considered in the present paper are individual (in many 
cases deterministically computed) binary sequences, each of which is required to be 
asymptotically adequate for all bounded error algorithms. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We fix the lexicographic enumeration s0 = A, s, = 0, s2 = 1, s3 = 00, . . . of the set 
(0, 1 }* of all finite binary strings and use X, y, z to denote elements of (0, 1 }*. We 
write 1x1 for the length of x and x r y to indicate that x is a prefix of y, i.e., y = xz 
for some z. We fix once and for all a one-to-one pairing function ( , ) from 
{ 0, 1 } * x (0, 1 } * onto { 0, 1 } * such that the pairing function and its associated pro- 
jections (x, y ) H x, (x, y ) H y are computable in polynomial time. We insist 
further that (x, y ) E (0) * iff x, y E {O}*. This latter condition canonically induces 
a pairing function ( , ) from N x N onto N. We write (x, y, z ) for (x, ( y, z ) ), 
etc., so that tuples of any fixed length are coded by the pairing function. 
A language here is a set L E (0, 1 > *. A sequence is an infinite binary sequence. 
We identify a language L with its characteristic sequence b,b, b2 ... , where 6, is 1 
if sk E L and 0 otherwise. This identifies the set .cP( 0, l}*) of all languages with the 
set { 0, 1> m of all sequences. A string x is an initial bitmap of a language L, and we 
write x r L, if x is a prefix (of the characteristic sequence) of L. The basic set given 
by a string x is B, = {L 1 x r L}. We use X, Y, Z to denote sets of languages 
(sequences). The complement of a set X is Xc = 9( { 0, 1 > *)\X = { 0, 1 } “\X. 
For each ic N we define a class Gi of functions from N into N as follows: 
Go = {f ( (3k)(Vn > 0) f(n) < kn} 
Gi+ , = 2Gdb n) = {f I(!lgEG,)(Vn) f(n)<2g”“gn)}. 
We also define the functions gi~G, by go(n)= 2n, ii+ ,(n)=2k1(‘“gn). (All 
logarithms in this paper are base 2. Formally, the logarithm in the definition of gi+, 
must be “discretized,” e.g., by log n = min{k EN 12’ > n}. All other logarithms are 
real-valued.) We will regard the functions in these classes as growth rates. In 
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particular, G, contains the linearly bounded growth rates and G, contains the 
polynomially bounded growth rates. It is easy to show that each G, is closed under 
composition, that eachfE Gj is o(g,+ ]), and that each gi is o(2”). Thus Gi contains 
superpolynomial growth rates for all i> 1, but all growth rates in the G,-hierarchy 
are subexponential. 
Within the class REC of all recursive languages we are interested in the com- 
plexity classes Ei = DTIME(2G’-‘) and E,SPACE = DSPACE(2G~-L) for i 3 1. 
The well-known exponential complexity classes E = E, = DTIME(2’i”‘a’), E2 = 
DTIME(2 p”‘y”omial), ESPACE = E, SPACE = DSPACE(2”“‘“‘), and E,SPACE = 
DSPA(-E(2P”1Y”““‘“1) are of particular interest. 
We will use the following classes of transductions, i.e., of functions which trans- 
form strings: 
all = {flf: (0, 1>* + (0, i>*} 
ret = (f E all ) f is recursive} 
pi = {f E all 1 f is computable in Gj time > (i> 1) 
p,space = {f E all If is computable in Gj space > (i> 1). 
We write p for p, and pspace for prspace. Throughout this paper, A and A’ will 
denote one of the classes all, ret, pi (i > I), p,space (i B 1). 
In resource-bounded measure theory we use functions h : N + (0, 1) * and 
m: N + N. Such functions are formally to be regarded as transductions 
h,m: (0, l}*+ (0, l}* which depend only upon the lengths of their inputs and 
which represent numerical outputs in unary. Thus, for example, we write m(k) for 
Im(Ok)l. The purpose of this convention is to ensure that the complexities of such 
functions be measured in terms of the lengths of their inputs. 
For a transduction f: (0, l>*- (0, l>* and kE N, we define the transduction 
fk(x) = f( (Ok, x)). Thus f is a “uniform enumeration” of the functions fo, fi, . . . . We 
write f” for the n-fold composition off with itself. 
A constructor is a transduction 6 which satisfies x 5 6(x) for all x. The result of 
a constructor 6 (i.e., the language constructed by 6) is the unique language R(6) 
such that s’(n) c R(6) for all n EN. Intuitively, 6 constructs R(6) by starting with 
,? and then iteratively generating successively longer initial bitmaps of R(6). We 
write R(A) for the set of languages R(6) such that 6 is a constructor in A. The 
following routine lemma is the reason for our interest in the above-defined classes 
of transductions. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Lutz [Lut87]). (1) R(all)=Y({O, l}*)= (0, 11”. 
(2) R(rec) = REC. 
(3) For iB 1, R(p,)= Ei. 
(4) For i 2 1, R(p,space) = E,SPACE. 
Finally, we mention the Chernoff bound, which we will use in Section 4. It 
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simplifies notation to use the “weighted entropy” function h(x, y) = -x log y - 
( 1 - x) log( 1 - y) for reals x, y E (0, 1). For fixed x, this function takes its minimum 
value at y = x and strictly increases as y moves away from x. This minimum value 
is S(x), where S is the binary entropy function of information theory and 
statistical mechanics. 
LEMMA 2.2(Chernoff [Che52]). (1) For O<b<a<l, ~f~,(~)ai(l-a)‘-‘~ 
2-“. 
(2) ForO<a<b<l, CI=hr(:).i(l--a)‘~i62-“‘. 
In both cases, c = h(b, a) - h(b, b) > 0. (For a proof, see Chernoff [Che52], Bahadur 
and Rao [BR60], or Lutz [Lut88].) 
3. RESOURCE-BOUNDED MEASURE AND PSEUDORANDOMNESS 
In this section we use resource-bounded measure to define new notions of 
pseudorandomness analogous to the Martin-Lof [ML663 definition of randomness. 
We first summarize those definitions and results which we need from resource- 
bounded measure theory. The reader is referred to Lutz [Lut90] for further 
explanation and details. 
The measure of a basic set B, is p(x) = p(B,) = 2-l”‘. The measure of the empty 
set is p(j;?)=O. (Recall that B,= (Llx E L}.) 
DEFINITION 3.1 (Lutz [Lut90]). A A-cover is a pair (h, m)E A2 such that 
h:N-+ (0, l}*, m:N+N, and 
f p@(k)) < 2-’ 
k=m(j) 
holds for each j E N. Here we call h the enumerator, m the modulus, and the real 
number 
p*(h)= f r@(k)) 
k=O 
the total measure of (h, m). A A-cover of a set X of languages is a A-cover (h, m) 
such that XG UkeN B,o,. A A-null cover of X is a pair (h, m) E A2 such that each 
h mk) is a A-cover of X with p*(hk) 6 zPk. A set X has A-measure 0, and we write 
Pi = 0, if there is a A-null cover of X. A set X has measure 0 in R(A), and 
we write p(XI R(A)) =O, if p,(Xn R(A)) =O. A set X has A-measure I, and we 
write pLd(X)= 1, if pLd(Xc)=O. A set X has measure I in R(A), and we write 
p(Xl R(A)) = 1, if p(xC 1 R(A)) = 0. 
Thus a set X has A-measure 0 if A provides sufficient resources to uniformly 
enumerate A-covers of X with rapidly vanishing total measure. 
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It is clear that A-measure 0 sets have measure 0 in R(A) and have A’-measure 0 
for all A’ 2 A. It is also clear that subsets of A-measure 0 sets have A-measure 0. In 
Lutz [Lut90] it is shown that finite subsets of R(A) have A-measure 0 and that the 
A-measure 0 sets are closed under A-unions, which are countable unions of the form 
x= UkEN X,, where there exists (h, m) E A2 such that each (hk, mk) testifies that X, 
has A-measure 0. Thus the sets of measure 0 in R(A) form a “A-ideal” which con- 
tains the ideal of all finite subsets of R(A). The following theorem, which is a 
resource-bounded extension of a classical theorem of Borel, shows that this A-ideal 
is proper. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Lutz [Lut90]). No set of measure 0 in R(A) contains the inter- 
section of any basic set with R(A). 
COROLLARY 1. R(A) does not have measure 0 in R(A). 
COROLLARY 2. A A-measure 0 set contains no basic set. 
COROLLARY 3. The set of all languages does not have A-measure 0. 
For proofs of these results, see Lutz [Lut90]. We remark here that the details of 
Definition 3.1 are not chosen arbitrarily, but rather are essential for the proof of 
Theorem 3.2. For example, if we only required Ckm_m(jj p(h(k)) < l/j in the detini- 
tion of A-cover and p*(hk) < l/k in the definition of A-null cover, then E = R(p) 
would have measure 0 (and also measure 1) in itself, whence we would not have 
a meaningful measure theory in E. 
If A = all, then A-measure and measure in R(A) are precisely the classical 
Lebesgue measure in (0, 1 } O”. If A = ret, then measure in R(A) = REC is the effec- 
tive measure of Freidzon [Fre72], Mehlhorn [Meh74], and others. Here of course 
we are primarily interested in resource-bounded cases, where R(A) is a complexity 
class. 
We now turn to our definition of pseudorandomness. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A A-test is a set X such that pd(X) = 1. A sequence S passes a 
A-test X if SE X. A sequence S is A-random, and we write SE RAND(A), if S passes 
all A-tests. That is, 
RAND(A)= n {Xl&X)= l}. 
If A = ret, then the above definition resembles, but is not equivalent to, the 
Martin-Lof [ML661 definition of random sequences. In particular, the condition 
,u,,,(X) =0 implies, but is not equivalent to, Martin-Lofs condition that X be a 
constructive nullset. (An essential feature of our approach is the internal measure- 
theoretic structure of complexity classes afforded in part by Theorem 3.2. An essen- 
tial feature of the Martin-Lof approach is the existence of a universal statistical test, 
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which is equivalent to the fact that the union of all constructive nullsets is itself a 
constructive nullset. Since the union of all A-measure 0 sets contains R(A), these 
features exclude one another.) Thus the sequences which are random in the sense 
of Martin-LGf [ML661 form a proper subset of RAND(rec). 
It is clear that RAND(d’)cRAND(A) whenever As A’ and that RAND(al1) 
= 0. The set RAND(rec) is easily shown to be a set of Lebesgue measure 1 (in 
fact, the complement of a constructive nullset). When A is a resource-bounded 
class, A-randomness is a notion of pseudorandomness which admits the following 
stronger result. (This can be regarded as a weak analogue of the above-mentioned 
existence of a universal statistical test.) 
THEOREM 3.4. Let i> 1. 
(1) /+,+,(RAND(p;)) = 1. 
(2) P P,+,space(RAND(~iS~a~e)) = 1. 
That is, RAND(p,) is a pi+1 -test and RAND(p,space) z’s a pi+ ,space-test. 
Proof We will prove (1); the proof of (2) is identical. 
Fix a function g E pi+ 1 which is universal for pi in the sense that pi = {g, 1 e E N >. 
Define (h, rn)~p;+~ by 
h(((u,u),x))=g((u,x)), 
m(( (UT u>, x>)= d<K x>). 
Then pf = {(h,, m,) 1 e E N}, i.e., (h, m) is universal for p:. Define from (h, m) a pair 
(h’, m’) as follows. We define hz,Jj) and m&(j) for all e, k, Jo N by a recursion on 
j. To simplify notation, fix e and k. For each j E N and each 0 < n < j, write 
j-l 
4j)= 1 A&c(t)), 
I=0 
j- 1 
b,(j)= 1 Ah:dt)), 
t=m&) 
c(j) = min{2-k -u(j), 2-‘-b,(j), . . . . 2l-j-- b,- I( j)}. 
(Note that a(j) = 0 if j = 0; b,(j) = 0 if mb,Jn) > j; and c(0) > 0 in any case.) Assume 
that h&(n) and w&(n) have been defined for 0 < n < j so that c(j) > 0. We then set 
hLk( j) = hek( j) and m&(j) = mek( j) if c( j + 1) > 0 under this assignment. Otherwise 
we set hb(j) = 0’ and m&(j) = j+ 1, where r is the least integer greater than 
-log c(j). Note that c( j + 1) > 0 in either case. This completes the definition of 
(h’, m’). It is easy to check that (h’, m’) E pf+ 1 and that (hb, m:) E pf for each e E N. 
In the definition of (h’, m’), we have ensured that c(j) > 0 for all e, k, je N. This 
implies that each (h:, mb) is a pi-null cover. Moreover, if (h,, m,) is already a 
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pi-null cover, the definition ensures that (hh, ml)= (h,, m,). Let Y= lJeGN Y,, 
where each Y, is the largest set of which h: is a null cover, i.e., 
Then (h’, m’) testifies that Y is a pi+ i -union of pi-measure 0 sets, whence 
p,,+,(Y) = 0. Also, any pi-measure 0 set X has a pi-null cover (h,, m,) and hence 
is contained in Y,. It follows that 
(0, l}“\RAND(Pi)= LJ {Xl~p,(X)=O} E U Yg= Y, 
eGN 
so pp,+,(RAND(pJ) = 1. I 
COROLLARY 1. Let ia 1. 
(1) p(RAND(Pi) I El+ 1) = 1. 
(2) p(RAND(pispace)l Ei+, SPACE) = 1. 
Thus almost every sequence in Ei+ i is pi-random and almost every sequence in 
E,, i SPACE is pi-space-random. On the other hand, for any A, every singleton set 
in R(A) has A-measure 0, so RAND(A) n R(A) = Qr. Thus no sequence in Ej is 
pi-random and no sequence in E,SPACE is p,space-random. 
An interesting consequence of the corollary is that either NP has measure 0 in 
E, or else NP contains p-random sequences. 
4. PSEUDORANDOM SOURCESFOR BPP 
In this section we prove the main results of this paper. We first need the following 
theorem, which is a uniform, resource-bounded extension of the first Borel-Cantelli 
lemma. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that X,, is a set of languages for each e, t E N and that 
there exist (h, m) E A* and g E A such that g: N + N, each (h,,, rn,!) is a A-cover of 
X,,, and for each e, j E N, 
y= u n u xe,. 
eeN neN ran 
Then pA( Y) = 0. 
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Prooj Assume the hypothesis. For each e, n E N, let 
ym= u xet, Ye’ n yen7 ran ?7EN 
so that Y=UpeN Y,. It suffices to exhibit Y as a d-union of the A-measure 0 
sets Y,, i.e., to exhibit a pair (h’, m’) E A2 such that each (hi, m:) is a A-null cover 
of Y,. 
We first define the function h’ E A by 
h’((u, 0, w, x))=h(<u, g((u, 0)) w, x>). 
Let e, jc N be arbitrary. If we write j, = g,(j), the following fact is easily verified: 
(1) For all t, HEN, h$((t, i))=h,.+,(i). 
Using ( 1 ), the fact that h, ,r + , covers X,, je + !, and the change of variable n = (t, i), 
we have 
(2) Ypj,=U,ENXe,ju+rCUnE~Bh;,(n). 
Using (1) and the given property of g, we have 
(3) P*(hiJ) = CrsN C;~Np(~e,j~+r(~)) = CreNP*(he,Je+,) = C,“=jeP*(he,) 
6 2-J. 
Since each Y, E Y+ (2) says that each h:, enumerates a cover of Y, and (3) says 
that these covers have rapidly vanishing total measure. It thus suffices to define a 
uniform modulus m’: N + N in A such that 
(4) IX,“=,, PL(hhj(i)) <2-” 
holds for all e, j, n E N, where we abbreviate n,= mk(n). To this end we 
set m’((e, j,n))=max{(t,s)IO~t~i,O6s~S,}, where t^=g,(n+l) and il= 
m, jp+ ,(Z + n) for 0 < t < i. It is easy to check that this computation can be carried 
out within A, i.e., that m’ E A. The key property of m’ is that t > i or s 2 s^, must hold 
whenever (t, s) amb(n). Using the change of variable i= (t, s), this implies that 
where 
by (1) and 
b,= f ~(h6j((t,s)))g2~‘i+“’ 
s = s, 
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by (1) and the definition of S,. It follows by the definition of i that 
fl Pcl(hLj(i)) G f p*(h,,,e+,) +y 2-Ci+“) 
i = I+, r=i r=0 
G f /iL+(h,,) + i2-‘2-n 
t=i 
<2-(“+1)+2-(“+1) 
= 2-“; 
i.e., (4) holds, so we are finished. 1 
We now present our results on pseudorandom sources. For this we need some 
definitions. Define the density of a nonempty string x to be d(x) = (l/lxl)(sum of 
bits of x). The Zower density of a sequence S is then d_ (S) = lim inf, _ m d(first n 
bits of S): the upper density of S is d+(S) = lim sup,, j o. d(tirst n bits of S). 
A (probabilistic) machine here is a Turing machine M whose transition function 
sometimes depends on an externally provided bit b E { 0, 1 }, in addition to the state 
and symbol(s) currently scanned. Given a sequence SE (0, 1) m, a machine M 
operates in the usual way, taking the successive bits b from S as needed. We insist 
further that for each machine M, each sequence S, and each input x, M accepts 
(MS(x) = 1) or rejects (M’(x) = 0) after finitely many steps. We write Pr[M(x) = i] 
for the probability that MS(x) = i when the bits of S are chosen by independent 
tosses of a fair coin. The language accepted by a machine M is L(M) = 
(xl Pr[M(x) = l] 3 Pr[M(x) = 01). The (worst-case) reliability of a machine M is 
r ,=infIPr[M(x)=O]-Pr[M(x)=l]I. 
x 
A bounded error machine is a machine M with r,,,, > 0. A BPP-machine is a bounded 
error machine which is polynomial time bounded in the sense that there is a poly- 
nomial q such that the running time of MS(x) is at most q( 1x1) for all S and x. The 
class BPP is the set of all languages L(M) such that M is a BPP-machine. 
Given a bounded error machine M, an input x, a sequence S, and t E N u { 00 }, 
let M’(x)’ be the output of the program 
for n := 0 to t output M(x) 
when this program uses successive bits from S. Then S is a source for M if 
there is a real number r > 0 such that d- (MS(x)“) 2 (1 + r)/2 for all x E L(M) 
and d +(Ms(x)“) d (1 - r)/2 for all x#L(M). We define SOURCE(M) to be the 
set of all such S. We call S a source for BPP, and write SE SOURCE(BPP), if 
SE SOURCE(M) for every BPP-machine M. We write SOURCE(B) for the set of 
all S such that S is a source for every bounded error machine. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Zf A4 is any bounded error machine, then ppspace(SOURCE(M)) = 1, 
i.e., SOURCE(M) is a pspace-test. 
COROLLARY 1. RAND(pspace) c SOURCE(B) c SOURCE(BPP). 
COROLLARY 2. For any bounded error machine M, p(SOURCE(M) 1 ESPACE) = 1. 
COROLLARY 3. SOURCE(B) and SOURCE(BPP) are p,space-tests. 
COROLLARY 4. p( SOURCE(B) 1 E, SPACE) = p(SOURCE(BPP) 1 E, SPACE) = 1. 
Corollaries 1 and 2 follow from Theorem 4.2. Corollary 3 follows from 
Corollary 1 and Theorem 3.4. Corollary 4 follows from Corollary 3. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let M be a bounded error machine and fix 0 -z r < rM. 
Let 
c = iyp2 {h(bi, ai)-h(bi, bi)Jy 
where 
l+r, b =l+r l-r, l-r %=---y-Y 1 2’ a2=7j--, b2=2. 
For each e, t EN, write e= (u, k), let p= Pr[M(s,) = 11, and define the set 
X,, E (0, 1 }” as follows. If MS(s,) runs for more than u steps for some S, then 
X,, = 0. Otherwise, we have two cases. If p 2 a,, then X,, is the set of all S such 
that d(MS(s,)‘) < 6,. If p < u2, then X,, is the set of all S such that d(MS(s,)‘) 2 b,. 
(Recall that sk is the kth string in the lexicographic enumeration of (0, 1 } *.) 
Now assume that S+! SOURCE(M). Then there exists k such that either p 3 a, 
and d(Ms(sk)‘) < 6, for infinitely many t or else p<a, and d(Ms(sk)‘)> b2 for 
infinitely many t. If we set e = (u, k), where u exceeds the running time of MS’(s,) 
for all S’E (0, l>“, then this implies that SEX,, for infinitely many t, i.e., that 
SE Ye, where Y,= nncN U f ~ n X,,. (Such a number u exists by Konig’s lemma 
because AIS’ is required to accept or reject after finitely many steps for every S’.) 
The above argument shows that U,, N Y, contains the complement of 
SOURCE(M), so it suflices to prove that lJeGN Y, has pspace-measure 0. For this 
it suffices to exhibit functions h, m, g E pspace which satisfy the hypothesis of 
Theorem 4.1 with d = pspace. Intuitively, we expect this to be possible because the 
events X,, are very unlikely to occur. We now define h,,(n), m,,(n), and g,(j) for 
e, t, n, jE N. 
To simplify notation, we fix e and t and continue to write e = (u, k) and 
p = Pr[M(s,) = 11. For i= 0, 1, let Ci be the set of all strings w such that AIS = i 
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whenever w c S, and this computation uses exactly JwI bits of S. Note that 
c weC, 2-‘“‘=P> cw,c, 2P1”‘1=1-p, and C=C,, u Ci is an instantaneous code, 
i.e., no string in C is a prefix of any other string in C. 
By simulating MS(s,) for up to u steps for lexicographically ordered u-bit prefixes 
w of S, we can determine in space polynomial in e whether the running time of 
MS(sk) is at most u for all S. Moreover, if this does hold, we can compute p in the 
same process. We then proceed in one of the following manners: 
(i) If MS(sk) runs for more than u steps for some S, then we set h,,(n) = 
Ore”+“+’ and m,,(n)=n. Note then that (h,,, m,,) is a pspace-cover of XPt= fi? 
with p*(h,,) < 2-“. 
(ii) If MS(sk) runs for at most u steps for all S and if p > a,, let Cj,, denote 
the set of strings w = wi . . . w, such that each wi E C and at most b, t of the strings 
wi are in C,. Let N= ICj,,I. If n < N, then h,,(n) is the lexicographically (n + 1 )st 
element of CL,. If na N, then h,,(n)=0 rc’l + n + ‘, In either case, m,,(n) = 2”’ + n. 
Although m,,(n) has exponential lenth, it is easily computed in polynomial space. 
Also, h,,(n) is computed in polynomial space by checking successive strings 
WE (0, l}<ur for membership in CA,. It follows easily that (h,,, HZ,,) is a pspace- 
cover of X,,. If we set c’ = h(b,, p) - h(b,, b,), then Lemma 2.2 tells us that 
It follows that 
p~(h,,)= c 2-hi+ 1 2-(rcf7+n+1)G21-ct. 
n’ E CL, ?lZN 
(iii) If MS(sk) runs for at most u steps for all S and if p < u2, then we let Cj,, 
denote the set of strings w = w, . . . w, such that each WOE C and at least b, t of the 
strings wi are in C,. We then proceed as in (ii) and again get a pspace-cover 
(h,,, m,,) of X,, with p*(h,,) < 2l -rf. 
We have now defined (h, m) E pspace’ such that each (h,,, mer) is a pspace-cover 
of X,, and each p*(h,,) Q 2l-“. We complete the proof by setting 
s,(j) = 
j+ 1 -log(l-2-‘) 
C 1. 
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Then g E pspace and 
,=fj)r*(h,,)~ f 21pC’ 
r = a(i) 
<2-‘(l-2-‘) f 2-c’ 
t=0 
for each e, Jo N, so we are finished. 1 
Theorem 4.2 implies that SOURCE(BPP) n E,SPACE is a large subset of 
E,SPACE with respect to measure. In Lutz [Lut87], resource-bounded extensions 
of the classical Baire category method are developed and used to define the meager 
subsets of E,SPACE and other complexity classes. The meager subsets of 
E,SPACE, like the measure 0 sets, form a pspace-ideal of “small” subsets. In con- 
trast with Theorem 4.2, the techniques of Lutz [Lut87] can easily be used to show 
that SOURCE(BPP) is meager in E,SPACE. Thus, in E,SPACE, SOURCE(BPP) 
is large in the sense of measure but small in the sense of Baire category. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The classical strong law of large numbers implies immediately that an infinite 
binary sequence is, with probability 1, a source for BPP. What we have shown in 
Section 4 is essentially that resource-bounded extensions of the strong law hold in 
complexity classes, and that these extensions are strong enough that the abundance 
of sources occurs in ESPACE and E,SPACE. It will be interesting to see if these 
results can be pushed to lower complexities. 
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